The Exp. deVries thermal cond. has a smaller average MAE of 0.287 m than SoilGrids+Moss (0.472 m, Main Figure 3 ). Comparing the spatial patterns of ALT for deVries thermal cond. with SoilGrids+Moss shows generally deeper ALTs with a large loss of permafrost in the southern zones of the PD in eastern Russia (Main Figure 2 and Figure S5 ). Global simulated PA drops from 17.9 to 16.2 Mkm 2 . In winter simulations at seven sites in the South Saskatchewan River Basin (SSRB), MacDonald
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(2015) found the de Vries (1963) soil thermal conductivity formulation to outperform the Côté and Konrad (2005) soil thermal conductivity parameterization in CLASS-CTEM through improvements in both simulated soil moisture and snow. However, the de Vries (1963) formulation neglects the effect of ice on soil thermal conductivity (see equations A7 -A10). As the thermal conductivity of liquid water (0.57 W m −1 K −1 at 5 • C) is much lower than that of ice (2.24 W m −1 K −1 at -4 • C), it is surprising that this formulation performs as well as it did both in our simulations against the GTN-P ALT observations, and 10 for the SSRB runs conducted by MacDonald (2015) . This neglecting of the thermal conductivity difference between liquid water and ice could be the cause of a dampened soil temperature annual cycle as deeper soil layers are slower to cool in the deVries thermal cond. simulations compared to SoilGrids+Moss ( Figure S12 ). We do see an increase in wMAE at the GTN-P borehole sites (Main Figure 4) demonstrating that this parameterization does indeed degrade model performance as would be anticipated.
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Impact of driving meteorological dataset
When the meteorological forcing dataset is CRUJRA55 instead of CRUNCEP, the MAE of both SoilGrids+Moss and Pel16+Moss improves further to 0.415 m and 0.404 m, respectively, with two fewer cells ISPF (The spatial differences between the Pel16+Moss and SoilGrids+Moss simulations with CRUNCEP and CRUJRA55 are shown in Figure S11 ). The CRUNCEP meteorological forcing dataset generally produces deeper ALTs for much of Eurasia than simulations forced with CRUJRA55 20 with some shallower ALTs in Alaska and the Yukon. While CRUNCEP and CRUJRA55 share a common climatology (CRU), it is likely their differences in sub-monthly variability leads to significant differences in simulated PA and ALTs. This result is in line with Beer et al. (2018) who used artificially manipulated climate datasets to show that soil temperature can be 0.1 to 0.8 • C higher when climate variability is reduced in the model forcing data. Table S1 . GTN-P ALT sites used in the CLASS-CTEM evaluation. The mean ALT is calculated by first taking the mean of the sampling grid for each observation in time and then taking the mean across all observation times at each site. The standard deviation (SD) at each site is calculated across the sampling grid. The mean SD is then the average SD of the sampling grid across all observation times. Figure S1 . Comparison of soil permeable depth datasets from Zobler86 (Zobler, 1986) , Pel16 (Pelletier et al., 2016) , and SoilGrids (Shangguan et al., 2017) . Figure S2 . Snow cover as a function of snow depth for the CLASS-CTEM linear relation (Verseghy, 2017) , the hyperbolic tangent form of Yang et al. (1997) , and the exponential relationship proposed by Brown et al. (2003) Figure S3 (Gruber et al., 2018) and reanalysis meterological datasets CRUNCEP (Viovy, 2016) and CRUJRA55 (Harris et al., 2014; Kobayashi et al., 2015) Figure S9. Soil hydraulic conductivity (a,c) and matric potential (b,d) for a soil with sand and clay content by weight of 40% and 20%, respectively, with a maximum saturation level of 95%. The Zhao and Gray (1997) fice and the Niu and Yang (2006) (1 − Fimp) parameters are shown in plots e and f, respectively. Figure S10 . Same as Figure S9 but the θice term is removed from the numerator of equations B6 and B7. Figure S11 . ALTs for experiments SoilGrids+Moss, Pel16+Moss, deVries thermal cond., and Snow cover: Yang97 using the CRUNCEP meterological forcing dataset (left column), CRUJRA55 meteorological forcing dataset (middle column), and their difference (right column). Dots indicate grid cells that are statistically significant (independent two-sample t-test p level < 0.05). Figure S12 . Mean monthly soil temperature over a permafrost region in eastern Siberia for the top 5 ground layers for the SoilGrids+Moss and deVries thermal cond. experiments. The first layer is moss in both simulations.
